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Being a part of the Boise networking community, I have met fabulous professionals I usually wouldn't have exposure to. Indeed, a breath
of fresh air in knowing that Boise has some of the most laid-back, driven, and relatable professionals. One of my favorite things about
the opportunity is that I can choose to develop relationships with these folks without the pressure of ever buying what they sell. I value
relationships and mentorships, and this has given me that outlet. For example, when meeting Executive Business Coach Allison Dunn for
the first time, I felt that same draw and instinct that pulled me to know more. It's flattering to have one person chase after a relationship
with you, but it says a lot about someone's character when several people are. TJ Pierce, with Mid-Century Homes, has a very similar
story.
TJ Pierce founded Mid-Century Homes in 2015 from a long-lived passion for the architecture and design of the buildings. Before 2015, TJ
spent ten years in the nonprofit world and the next ten in corporate sales while dreaming of his vision for this unique real estate. This
passion stems from three major points in TJ's life: his childhood a-frame, post, and beam, tongue and groove cedar ceilings; his first
home purchase being a single story, ranch inspired home built in the '50s or '60s; and building his own mid-century Doris Day
architecture-inspired home in 2012.
Mid-Century Homes by Anthology is a real estate agency based in Boise, Idaho, that focuses on the design of the American mid-'20s
home. Anthology is the legally responsible broker for all the real-estate transactions out of the group. Mid-Century design architecture
contains elements of tidied lines, softened tones, a medley of natural and artisan materials, graphic shapes, dynamic colors, and
integration of indoor and outdoor motifs.
The start of TJ and Allison’s professional relationship began in 2013 over a cup of coffee. TJ reached out and asked for a meeting because
he wanted to know if Deliberate Directions could be a resource for the people in the businesses he spoke to while he was at Xerox. He
also was looking to find more outlets to be connected in the Boise community. "I'm a pure 100% extrovert. I can talk to people all day
long, and it's not hard for me to do." - TJ Pierce. However, he had no intention of hiring a business coach. It wasn't until he left the
corporate world and learned more about Allison that he leveraged her services. He began by attending the 90-day planning sessions,
then transitioning to the bi-weekly Whetstone group. He knew that to create something as niche and unique as mid-century modern
homes, he needed someone who knew more and could speak to the company side of operations. TJ's final transition has been out of
Whetstone into one-to-one coaching with Allison.
Today, TJ focuses on streamlining his real estate processes and building a network through his podcast, Business Builders, Boise Edition.
Following is his story of how Business Executive Coach, Allison Dunn, impacted Mid-Century Homes.
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90 DAY PLANNING
FFor two years, TJ utilized the quarterly planning workshops that Deliberate Directions holds, helping business owners plan
time to set goals, plan with others, and have an opportunity to gain outside perspective on work-related issues. TJ shares that
the quarterly planning set a foundation for what needed to happen as he grew.

"I knew that I wanted to start it off right and have somebody who knew more than me be speaking into it" -TJ

Some years passed, and TJ realized that while it wasn't helpful at the time, those quarterly meetings were so valuable,
"people are floundering because I don't have those systems in place." Things like; documenting your policies and procedures,
business practices, and having a roadmap to conducting business. As TJ watches his team, he watches much wasted time
happening, either through a lack of direction, motivation, or both. Taking ownership, TJ moves forward.
His next steps are to take what he has learned from his years of experience, lessons from Deliberate Directions, and rally a
group together to help him stay accountable and dedicated. "I'm ready for our team to be more productive and efficient with
the people and our capacity" -TJ.
After his days attending 90-day planning, TJ found himself immersed in a different Deliberate Directions group; Whetstone,
Board of Advisors.

WHETSTONE, BOARD OF ADVISORS
A year after TJ began his pursuits with Mid-Century Homes, he transitioned away from 90-day planning into the bi-weekly
Whetstone meetings, giving TJ exposure to other business owners and their shared problems. "Whetstone gave me the
camaraderie of other businesses who were both winning and struggling together" - TJ. To one degree, it gave him confidence
that he was better than them all while at the same time perfectly paired the humble reality that they were much better than
him. More than anything, Whetstone solidified TJ's qualification to be a business owner.
There were two people from TJ's Whetstone group that impacted him to think smarter; Mark Stinson and Jos Zamzow. While
TJ isn't someone who regularly takes the advice of others, these two individuals pushed him to think broader and more
profound about the way they viewed the world and their business.
Through this exploratory phase of thinking smarter, broader, and deeper, TJ thought up two brilliant ideas; a Podcast and an
Instagram page.
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CURRENT PROJECT
While a podcast and the utilization of social media isn't a new concept, it's how TJ created his presence on the platforms that
allow him to stand out.
At the beginning of 2022, TJ recorded and published his first episode of the Business Builders - Boise Edition Podcast. After
his time in Whetstone ended, TJ sought to create a similar network of creative entrepreneurs in the Boise area. It's a way for
someone like TJ (a social butterfly) to meet with people, glean from them, have the opportunity to listen back when he needs
that vote of confidence, and gain an expansive network of like-minded people. This podcast serves three main ways;
relational collateral, people connecting, and a prospecting arm.
As for his business, TJ noticed a drop in the housing market from December to February. Through a coaching session with
Allison, he thought of the most creative way to connect his niche to the rest of the world; an Instagram page dedicated to
showcasing midcentury homes all across the country. So, in April of 2022, TJ launched the @MidCenturyHomesForSale
Instagram page.
I learned that TJ easily nerds out about these homes during our interview and his Instagram page allows him to do that. It is
his outlet to share the things that matter to him while also connecting the world of mid-century geeks. Additionally, there
might be a market that thrives across the country during those slow months, and TJ wants to be that connection between
states and your dream home.
Now, TJ and Allison meet regularly to touch base on the progress and growth of his projects.

WHY ALLISON DUNN?
TJ describes Allison as “one of the most pleasant people I’ve ever met in my life.” Allison is a joy to talk to, intriguing, and a
neat lady, and due to her vast experiences professionally and personally, TJ described her as a Rolodex.
“The who you know thing insanely changes your life” - TJ.
Deliberate Directions services are for someone that has never had a coach or someone that has one and feels they can get
more from their experience and has several entry points. Some of the common entry points are Executive Business Coaching,
Whetstone Board of Advisors, Leadership Development Programs, 90-day Planning Workshops, Direct Connect Book Forums,
and the Deliberate Leaders Podcast. In addition, you can expect quality coaching, worthy relationships from Allison and her
team, and a network of quality people and clients that she keeps in her sphere with any service you choose.

Allison is like a
Rolodex to whatever
you need
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